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An event of the fragility of typical images of masculinity is usually something many
contemporary men share. generation—sometimes literal, but especially emotional and spiritual. In
his engaging study of the many various ways this missing link manifests in men's lives, Corneau
implies that, for men today, regaining the fundamental "second birth" Psychoanalyst Man
Corneau traces this encounter to a straight deeper feeling males have of their fathers' silence
or absence—men who are actually approaching middle age? Because, he says, this generation
marks a crucial phase in the loss of the masculine initiation rituals that during the past ensured
a boy's passage into manhood. Why is this feeling therefore profound in the lives of the
postwar "baby boom" into manhood lies in gaining the ability to be a father to themselves—not
merely as a way of healing psychological pain, but as a required step in the procedure of
becoming whole.
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Not helpful, leans in debunked Freud theories Not helpful, full of references to Freud and Greek
mythology and additional debunked psychological theories Hits Home I would suggest any
man who feels less than one should read this book. #MGTOW This book was ok. It is a guide
for 85% of Males.. Decent Review of How Men have become Lost. Compiled by a psychologist,
this book approaches the issue of absent fathers and the result that this loss has on their
young (rather than so youthful) sons.. It most likely expresses more than anything what a lot of
us go through who do not have dads in our lives for one reason or another. Five Stars
Awesome book! Marvelous Book!!! This book changed my life. I am aware Why and What to Do
now. Excellent and hard hitting No punches pulled, truth informing and striving for principled
solutions and not bandaids. One Star Every woman who has a son should read. Didn't fully
connect with me personally, but it was close. I would recommend it to any man or woman
fighting their identy. An excellent read and lots to think about. This is an easy read regardless
of the jargon, and I came across it most interesting as a conclusion for many personalities of
my acquaintance. This book will be a tool for ALL AGES of Males. Brings awareness and will
help in dating and associations. Any MAN who's fathers experienced to work or were NOT
around enough; MUST Browse THIS BOOK. The story of Gen-Y problem kids. Yes, it arrived on
time and in good enough condition for the purchase price. GREAT BOOK Awesome book..
who's fathers had to function or were NOT around enough. You won't get lost in the
explanations, and won't self diagnose, but the time spent with this book is really worth it. If a
light bulb doesn't proceed off in your mind after taking in this information you probably have
to read it again; it kept my attention and then some. Hits the lovely dots of the subject.
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